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Summary

Across three experiments featuring naturalistic concepts (psychology concepts) and

naïve learners, we extend previous research showing an effect of the sequence of

study on learning outcomes, by demonstrating that the sequence of examples during

study changes the representation the learner creates of the study materials. We com-

pared participants' performance in test tasks requiring different representations and

evaluated which sequence yields better learning in which type of tests. We found

that interleaved study, in which examples from different concepts are mixed, leads to

the creation of relatively interrelated concepts that are represented by contrast to

each other and based on discriminating properties. Conversely, blocked study, in

which several examples of the same concept are presented together, leads to the

creation of relatively isolated concepts that are represented in terms of their central

and characteristic properties. These results argue for the integrated investigation of

the benefits of different sequences of study as depending on the characteristics of

the study and testing situation.
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1 | INTRODUCTION

Understanding how students should organize their study to promote

learning has emerged as a major area of active research interest in

learning and cognitive sciences. Because so much of instruction is

based on demonstrations or practice activities, changing how informa-

tion is sequenced can be a simple, low-cost intervention.

Considerable previous research has identified interleaved study

(alternating between examples of the to-be-learned concepts,

e.g., alternating examples of concepts A and B: ABABABABAB), as

improving learning. For example, Kornell and Bjork (2008) showed

that when learning artist styles, test performance was better following

interleaved rather than blocked study (seeing all examples of one con-

cept before starting examples of another: AAAAABBBBB) . Later work

has suggested that this benefit is likely related to interleaving exam-

ples of different concepts promoting discrimination between concepts

during study (e.g., Birnbaum, Kornell, Bjork, & Bjork, 2013; Kang &

Pashler, 2012). However, the fact that interleaved study does not

always lead to improved testing performance–as a discrimination the-

ory would imply–together with findings that blocked study improves

learning of concepts that have high within-category diversity in their

properties (e.g., the category “mammal” which includes bats, cows,

and whales) has led to more refined theories emphasizing how the

sequence of study shapes what is attended and therefore what is

learned and remembered, as opposed to focusing solely on discrimina-

tion (Carvalho & Goldstone, 2014b).

Despite extensive research showing that the benefits of different

sequences extend and interact with different types of materials

(e.g., Carpenter & Mueller, 2013; Carvalho & Goldstone, 2014b),

retention intervals (e.g., Carvalho & Goldstone, 2014a), study condi-

tions (e.g., Carvalho & Goldstone, 2015a), individual differences in

working memory (e.g., Sana, Yan, & Kim, 2016), and self-regulation
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(e.g., Carvalho, Braithwaite, de Leeuw, Motz, & Goldstone, 2016), it is

still not well-understood which differences–if any–exist between

what is learned from different sequences. Do learners acquire differ-

ent representations of studied materials from different sequences?

As described above, previous work has focused on changing the

study and encoding conditions and investigating what effect–if any–

they have on performance on the same test. In the current work, we

investigate the other half of the equation, that is, the properties of the

testing situation. What we learn is critically tied to our experience,

and so, to the extent that different sequences create different repre-

sentations, they might lead to different learning that can be used in

different ways. Such understanding is critical for both theory and

practice and has not been addressed before. If, instead of conceptual-

izing how one sequence improves learning (as discrimination theories

do; e.g., Kornell & Bjork, 2008; Birnbaum et al., 2013; Kang &

Pashler, 2012), one understands how learning is shaped by sequence

and what are the learning consequences of each sequence and their

strengths, we not only have a better model of learning as a whole but

can use it to offer better, targeted, suggestions for practice. Instead of

“always interleave study” we can suggest “interleave study if… but

block it instead if….”

The Sequential Attention Theory (Carvalho & Goldstone, 2015b,

2017), proposes a mechanism and computational process (Carvalho &

Goldstone, 2019) for how the sequence of study affects learning by

affecting what is attended and encoded during learning. According to

SAT, during blocked study attention and encoding are progressively

directed toward the similarities among successive items belonging to

the same category, whereas during interleaved study attention and

encoding are progressively directed toward the differences between

successive items belonging to different categories. Because of this

influence on cognitive processing, Carvalho and Goldstone (2017)

propose that the sequence of study can accelerate or delay learning,

depending on whether the constraints created by the sequence of

study match those of the encoding situation (e.g., interleaved study in

situations critically hinging on the encoding of differences between

concepts, such as the study of highly similar concepts), or mismatch it

(e.g., blocked study in the same situations).

In the current work, we aim to extend Carvalho and Goldstone's

proposal to demonstrate that different encoding experiences will

result in creating different representations of the concepts based on

the same examples. We hypothesize that, if Carvalho and Goldstone's

theory is correct and different information is encoded with different

sequences of examples, then different sequences of examples poten-

tiate different representations of what was studied. This general

hypothesis is consistent with contemporary views of the transfer-

appropriate encoding theory suggesting that best test performance is

achieved when encoding is similar to the demands of the testing situa-

tion (e.g., Lockhart, 2002), and extends it beyond memory tasks.

More specifically, encoding the differences between concepts

through interleaved study of examples will tend to lead to the creation

of interrelated concepts whose representations are contrasted away

from each other by emphasizing or exaggerating their distinctive char-

acteristic relative to each other (Corneille, Goldstone, Queller, &

Potter, 2006; Goldstone, 1996). For example, when studying two

mathematical operations interleaved the learners' representation of

the operations would be what differentiates one from the other.

Conversely, blocked study will tend to lead to encodings of the

similarities within each concept that will, in turn, create relatively iso-

lated, stand-alone, representations that do not depend on the

characteristics of the other concepts studied in close proximity

(Goldstone, 1996). Using the same example, blocked study of the

same two mathematical operations would yield representations that

include non-discriminative features of the concepts (shared proper-

ties) but might nonetheless be important.

One way to test this proposal, the one used across the four

experiments in this paper, is to test not whether interleaved or

blocked study are more beneficial for learning by keeping the test

constant, as in previous work, but instead vary the type of test used,

investigating which tests yield differences between interleaved and

blocked study. If interleaved study leads to the creation of interrelated

representations of two concepts, then it should improve learning in

situations where appreciating differences between concepts is critical

for good performance (as in multiple-choice classification). Similarly, if

blocked study leads to the creation of relatively isolated representa-

tions of each concept, then it should improve learning in tests that

require access to self-contained information within each concept

rather than fine differences across trained concepts, such as when a

concept must be differentiated from other new concepts possessing

new distinctive features.

For this purpose, we developed four experiments in which

learners studied concepts of psychology (e.g., “Hindsight bias”) devel-

oped by Rawson and collaborators (Rawson, Thomas, & Jacoby, 2015;

see e.g., Appendix), in one of the sequences and were then tested in

different situations, similar to common study practices by students.

Importantly, some of the tests required discrimination between differ-

ent concepts (e.g., multiple-choice test), whereas others required an

independent representation of each concept (e.g., writing a definition).

We consider writing a definition to require an independent represen-

tation because these definitions can be expressed without referring to

other learned concepts. For example, a student could write a defini-

tion for “availability heuristic” without having learned or remembered

any of the other studied concepts (Goldstone, 1996).

To foreshadow, in Experiment 1 (and a follow-up study Experi-

ment 1b) we show that learners write better definitions following

blocked study compared to interleaved study, in the absence of differ-

ences between the two sequences for other tests. In Experiment 2 we

replicate these results and extend them to show that learners write

more correct definitions following interleaved study compared to

blocked study in a situation where discriminating between the two

concepts was challenging. Finally, in Experiment 3, we show using a

2-alternative forced-choice classification task test that interleaved

study results in better discrimination between the concepts studied,

but not among non-similar concepts. Overall, these results are consis-

tent with the hypothesis that interleaved study promotes interrelated

representations whereas blocked study promotes isolated, stand-

alone, representations of the materials studied.
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2 | EXPERIMENT 1

This study explored whether different sequences of study can affect

test performance differently when different measures of learning are

used. We contrasted three types of tests: Multiple-Choice classification

of novel examples, Multiple-Choice classification of correct definitions,

and Writing definitions. In the first two tests, participants must use the

knowledge acquired during study to classify new information, either a

new example or a definition they never saw before. These tests,

because they present a new instance and all the possible concepts for

classification, are likely to require discrimination between the concepts

studied. Writing a new definition, on the other hand, only requires

knowledge about the concept the participant needs to describe. There-

fore, we predict that in tests that emphasize isolated and independent

knowledge of the properties of each concept–such as writing a

definition–learners will perform better following blocked study. Con-

versely, for tests that require discriminating different concepts, that is,

those that involve choosing between several categories in which to

place an example, learners will perform better with interleaved study.

2.1 | METHOD

2.1.1 | Participants

A group of 28 people was recruited through Amazon's Mechanical

Turk (https://www.mturk.com/). Data from 6 participants were

excluded from analyses because of possible compliance issues (see

below for details). The demographic characteristics of participants in

the overall sample are presented in Table 1. Participants were asked

to indicate in years their age when they learned English (with 0 if

native speakers).

2.2 | Stimuli

We used a stimulus set of introductory concepts and examples created

by Rawson et al. (2015). The stimuli included 10 concepts taught in

Introductory Psychology and 10 example situations for each concept,

collected from textbooks of Introductory Psychology. The concepts

were divided into two groups by relatedness. Each group contained

unrelated concepts only, whereas across groups pairs of related con-

cepts existed (see Table 2). Relatedness of the concepts was judged by

the authors by comparing the definitions of the concepts and confirmed

by analyzing the pattern of errors in a confusion matrix using data from

multiple-choice questions without feedback in a pilot study. Previous

research looking at the sequence of study using these materials used

this concept grouping as well (Rawson et al., 2015). Examples of con-

cept definitions and example-situation are represented in Appendix.

2.3 | Design and procedure

This Experiment had two conditions manipulated within-subjects:

Study Sequence (Blocked vs. Interleaved) and Type of Test (Multiple-

Choice Test vs. Definition Match Test vs. Write Definitions Test).

A schematic depiction of the study design is presented in Figure 1.

The experiment had three phases: pretest, study, and test. Participants

completed one pretest, two study phases, and two test phases in the

following order: Pretest–Study 1–Test 1–Study 2–Test 2.

The first and second study phases were the same in every aspect

except for the sequence of study and the concepts studied. One study

phase was interleaved and the other blocked (order counterbalanced

across participants). A different group of to-be-learned concepts was

used in each study phase (order counterbalanced as well). In the inter-

leaved condition learners studied an example of each concept before

studying the same concept again. The same sequence of concepts

was repeated until all examples of each concept were studied

(e.g., ABCABC…). Conversely, in the blocked condition learners stud-

ied all examples of each concept before starting a new concept

(e.g., AABBCC…). Moreover, the test phase only tested the concepts

learned in the immediately preceding study phase. Between each

study and test phase, participants completed a distractor task. In this

TABLE 1 Participant characteristics
for Experiments 1, 1b, 2, and 3

Exp. 1 Exp. 1b Exp. 2 Exp. 3

Mean age (SD) 33 (10) 35 (12) 36 (11) 31 (9.88)

Gender (% females) 54.5 N/Aa 68 N/Aa

Education (% Bachelor's degree or higher) 50 70 64 58

% native English speakers 95 100 93 93

Note: Standard deviations in parenthesis.
aDue to a coding error, this information was not registered for this experiment.

TABLE 2 Groups of concepts used in Experiment 1

Concept pair Group A Group B

1 Availability heuristic Representativeness

heuristic

2 Door-in-the-face

technique

Foot-in-the-door

technique

3 Hindsight bias Counterfactual thinking

4 Fundamental

attribution error

Deindividuation

5 Mere exposure effect Social facilitation

Note: Each row includes a pair of related concepts. Columns contain only

unrelated concepts.
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task, participants watched a 4-min video on an unrelated topic and

answered a question about the video.

During the pretest phase participants were told that they would be

presented with several psychology concepts that they were asked to rate

regarding their familiarity/knowledge. Participants were told that not

knowing the concepts was not an issue for the study, would not impact

their eligibility or payment and that they should be honest in their

responses. On each trial, the name of a concept was presented and par-

ticipants had to rate on a scale from 1 (“Not familiar at all”) to 7 (“Very

familiar”) how familiar they were with that concept. Following each rat-

ing, participants were asked to provide an example of that concept or

enter “I don't know” if they did not know any. Participants completed the

pretest for the 10 to-be-studied concepts across both study phases.

Following the completion of the pretest, participants completed

the first study phase. During the study phase, participants read exam-

ples of situations depicting each of five concepts, one at a time and

were asked to choose the name of the concept they thought the

example instantiated. Participants were given feedback after each

response (see Figure 2 for an example of a study trial). Participants

studied five examples of each of the five concepts.

During the test phase, participants completed three types of

tests: Multiple-Choice, Writing Definitions, and Match Definitions,

always in that order. The Multiple-Choice test used the same proce-

dure as the study phase with new examples and without feedback. In

the Writing Definitions, test participants were shown the name of

each of the concepts studied one at a time and asked to write the best

definition possible for that concept, based on what they had learned

in the previous study phase. In the Match Definitions test participants

were presented with the textbook definition of each concept, one a

time, and asked to identify what concept that definition belonged to

by pressing the corresponding button on the screen. The order of the

tests was kept constant because some tests provide an answer to the

other tests. For example, classifying a correct definition as the con-

cept it defines renders a subsequent test of writing a definition poten-

tial trivial. The order of trials within each of the tests was randomized

across participants. None of the test phase tasks had any time limit.

3 | RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Because the study was conducted online without experimenter supervi-

sion, we first inspected the data to identify potential compliance issues.

For each participant, we calculated the median response time during

both study phases. The sample's median response time to complete the

study phase was 10.5 s per problem (max: 22.9 s/problem; min: 0.73 s/

problem). We calculated the 10th and the 90th percentiles for the dis-

tribution of median response times, 3.3 s/problem and 16 s/problem

respectively and used these values as a measure of non-compliance in

the task. Responding too fast (faster than the 10th percentile) is likely

due to participants who are not reading the problems and just

advancing through the experiment quickly; similarly, longer response

times (above that of the 90th percentile) are likely due to potentially

distracted participants. Six participants were identified based on this

analysis and their data were excluded from further analyses.

All the analyses below are ANCOVA analyses including average

pretest score and counterbalancing condition as covariates. Data and

learners' responses to open-ended questions for this and subsequent

studies are available through OSF (https://osf.io/y4a2r/).

3.1 | Pretest

To analyze the data from the pretest we calculated 25th, 50th, and

75th percentiles of the familiarity ratings (see Table 3). As can be

F IGURE 1 Schematic representation of the procedure used in Experiments 1 and 1b. During study, participants studied 5 concepts by
reading examples and classifying them in a multiple-choice task with feedback. RI indicates the 4-min retention interval between study and test
phases. Each test phase included three types of tasks, always presented in the same order: Multiple-choice, writing definitions, and classifying
definitions with concept names. The order in which participants studied concepts in each sequence was counterbalanced across participants
[Colour figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]
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seen, most learners showed little or no knowledge of the to-be-

studied concepts (mean of �2 in a 1–7 scale) at pretest. Inspection of

the provided examples further confirmed this interpretation (because

most participants did not provide any example or wrong examples we

did not further analyze their examples).

3.2 | Study phase

Mean performance during the blocked study phase was 72% (SEM = 5%),

whereas during interleaved study it was 67% (SEM = 5%). This difference

was not statistically significant, F(1, 20) = 1.95, p = .169, ŋ2G = .012.

F IGURE 2 Example of the study interface of Experiments 1 and 2. The top image illustrates the interface during study and test: A situation is
described on top and the name of 5 concepts is presented below. The participating was asked to read the description carefully and decide which
concept it illustrated by pressing the corresponding button. The bottom image illustrates the feedback screen (study phase only). The description
is presented again along with the correct response [Colour figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]

TABLE 3 Overall results of familiarity
ratings for Experiments 1, 1b, 2, and 3

25th percentile 50th percentile 75% percentile Mean SEM

Experiment 1 1.000 1.550 2.025 1.707 0.155

Experiment 1b 1.150 1.600 2.400 1.988 0.133

Experiment 2 1.343 1.792 2.388 1.97 0.160

Experiment 3 1.500 2.300 3.300 2.37 0.200
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3.3 | Test phase

Two trained coders, blind to condition assignment, rated as correct or

incorrect each of the written definitions. These two coders agreed

87% of the time and inter-coder reliability was high, Cohen's

Kappa = .725, p < .0001. Disagreements were resolved by a third

coder, also blind to condition assignment of the responses.

Performance for the test phase is depicted in Figure 3. As can be

seen in the figure, the type of tests varied in their level of difficulty,

with participants performing better in the Definitions Match test and

worse in the Write Definitions test, F(2, 42) = 17.62, p = < .0001,

ŋ2G = 0.151. Although there was no overall main effect of study

sequence, F(2, 42) = 1.36, p = .256, ŋ2G = .006, there was a significant

interaction between type of test and study sequence, F(2, 42) = 5.26,

p = .022, ŋ2G = .022.

To further investigate this interaction, we compared the effect of

type of study sequence on each of the tests by calculating the differ-

ence in performance following blocked and interleaved study for each

type of test (interleaved–blocked). The difference in performance

between the two conditions varied across type of test, F(2, 42) = 5.10,

p = .011, ŋ2G = .110. Planned contrasts using FDR correction

(Benjamini & Hochberg, 1995) indicate that the effect of study

sequence was significantly different when comparing the Write Defini-

tions test (M = −.15, SEM = .06) with the Multiple-Choice test

(M = .009, SEM = .03), p = .033, d = .593, and the Match Definitions test

(M = .02, SEM = .05), p = .040, d = 0.508, but not when comparing the

Multiple Choice and the Match Definitions tests, p = .844, d = 0.042.

These results are consistent with our proposal that blocked study

encourages learners to develop independent, stand-alone representa-

tions rather than highlighting diagnostic features (i.e., those that dis-

criminate between the concepts). Interleaved study emphasizes

features that discriminate between concepts, which would be more

helpful for a subsequent categorization task than a task that requires

generation of a stand-alone definition of the concept.

EXPERIMENT 1B

We had two main goals for this experiment: (a) extend the results

of the previous experiment, and (b) investigate whether the content

of the test (definitions vs. examples) influences learners' performance

differently following different sequences.

In the previous experiment, we saw that learners provided more

correct definitions when concepts had been studied blocked compared

to interleaved, along with no differences between the two study

sequences when completing multiple-choice classification of new exam-

ples or classifying definitions tests. However, the writing definitions test

differs from the other types of tests used in Experiment 1 in at least a

couple of aspects. As we argued before, writing definitions involves

stand-alone, possibly independent representations of the concepts,

contrary to multiple-choice tests which benefit from identifying and

highlighting diagnostic properties of the concepts relative to one

another. However, they also differ in terms of how difficult they are

and the nature of the task; tests in which learners are required to

choose an option are typically easier than open-ended questions in

which learners must write their answer (e.g., Anbar, 1991; albeit with

important drawbacks, cf. Cantor, Eslick, Marsh, Bjork, & Bjork, 2015;

Roediger & Marsh, 2005). This difference in difficulty was found for our

tasks too. Moreover, a multiple-choice test closely matches the study

procedure, whereas writing a definition is a substantially different trans-

fer test. Any of these aspects could be the basis of the differences

found in the previous experiment.

For these reasons, in the current experiment we included a new

type of test–writing examples. Consequently, the design of Experi-

ment 1b includes two factors manipulated at test: (a) whether the test

required choosing an option on the screen or writing a response

(modality of response) and (b) whether the test involved providing a

response related to examples or concept definitions (content of

the test).

The combination of modality of the test and the content being

probed results in different types of knowledge being required for

good performance, and by hypothesis, the type of knowledge priori-

tized determines which sequence of study is more beneficial. Any

writing test might benefit from blocked study either because of its

added difficulty or because of the mismatch between test and study.

Alternatively, as discussed before, writing the definition of a concept

is likely to prioritize knowledge about the characteristic features of

the concept–the properties that are frequent among most instances

of that concept, even if not discriminative of that concept compared

to others. How are these two types of features different? Imagine that

you need to indicate from a set of images which ones are bats and

which ones are birds. The feature “wings” is not discriminative (both

species tend to have “wings”), but it is characteristic of bats (and birds)

because bats tend to have this feature.

Conversely, providing an example does not necessarily involve

these same processes. It is possible, for example, that learners gener-

ate examples that emphasize how that concept is different from

others or generate an example similar to one they studied without

activating specific characteristic or discriminative features. Put

another way, whereas writing a definition might frequently emphasize

F IGURE 3 Results for the Test Phase of Experiment 1. Dotted
lines represent chance level. Error bars represent standard errors of
the mean [Colour figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]
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characteristic features of the stimuli, writing an example might be

approached in several ways that require different representations/

memories.

Thus, how the sequence of study affects performance on tests

about definitions compared to tests about examples will allow us

to determine whether the results seen in Experiment 1 were due

to different representations promoted by different sequences, as

we proposed, or instead by the difficulty of the writing definitions

test or the mismatch between study and transfer tasks. If our pro-

posal is correct, then we expect to see no difference between

interleaved and blocked study for classification tests (regardless

of whether they require classifying an example or a correct defini-

tion to the concept they instantiate). Moreover, we expect an

effect of sequence of study for tests that require learners to write

a definition but not for tests that require learners to generate an

example.

Finally, to extend the results to new situations we introduced two

other main changes: study sequence was manipulated between partic-

ipants and, after completing the pretest, learners were given the text-

book definition for each of the concepts. These changes increase the

generalizability of the findings and their applicability.

4 | METHOD

4.1 | Participants

A group of 81 people completed the experiment following recruit-

ment through Amazon's Mechanical Turk (https://www.mturk.com/).

Participants were randomly assigned to one of the two study

sequence conditions (N = 41 for the Blocked condition and N = 40

for the interleaved condition). Data from 16 participants were

excluded from analyses due to non-compliance following the same

procedure as in the previous experiment (see below for details).

Data from one additional participant were excluded due to self-

reported previous participation in another experiment with the same

materials. The final sample included 64 participants (N = 32 in each

of the conditions). Characteristics of participants in the overall sam-

ple are presented in Table 1.

4.2 | Stimuli and procedure

The stimuli and procedure were the same as in Experiment 1, except

for the differences noted below.

Participants completed the following phases, always in this order:

Pretest–Reading Definitions–Study–Test. Participants completed only

one study phase, either interleaved or blocked, and the corresponding

test phase. The pretest phase was similar to the one in the previous

experiment except that participants were shown only five concepts

(the five they would study).

During the Reading Definitions phase, participants were told that

they would be presented with the definitions of the five concepts,

that these were important for the task and that they should read them

carefully. Participants then saw one definition at a time, along with

the name of the concept it defined and could study it for as long as

they wished. Immediately following the Reading Definitions phase,

participants were given the instructions for the Study phase and

completed the study phase just like in Experiment 1.

Following the study phase participants played a Tetris game for

1 min before the instructions for the test phase were presented. Dur-

ing the test phase participants completed the following tests, always

in this order: Multiple-Choice, Writing Definitions, Match Definitions,

Write Examples (see Table 4 for a description of each test). All tests

used the same procedure as in the previous experiment. During the

Write Examples test, participants were asked to write a good example

describing a situation that illustrated the concept presented

(no limitations on the examples were enforced, thus studied examples

or slight variations were allowed). Participants were presented with

the name of a concept one at a time. Which group of five concepts

was used was counterbalanced across participants.

5 | RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

We followed the same procedure as in the previous experiment to iden-

tify potentially non-compliant participants. The sample's median

response time to complete the study phase was 13.3 s per problem

(max: 23.0 s/problem; min: 0.63 s/problem). The 10th and 90th percen-

tiles for the distribution of median response times were 4.0 s/problem

TABLE 4 Description of what was presented and requested of participants for each test task (Experiments 1, 1b, and 2)

Multiple-choice test Writing definitions test Match definitions test Write examples test

Presented A vignette representing a

situation

corresponding to one

of the studied

concepts is presented.

Name of a studied

concept.

The definition of one of

the studied concepts.

Name of a studied

concept.

Requested Participants classified it

by pressing the

corresponding concept

name among the

options.

Participants are asked to

write the best

definition possible for

the concept.

Participants classified it

by pressing the

corresponding concept

name among the

options.

Participants are asked to

write the best example

possible for the concept.

Note: Not all tasks were used in all experiments, see text for details.
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and 15 s/problem respectively. Sixteen participants were identified as

outliers based on this analysis and their data excluded from further

analyses.

All the analyses of variance presented below are ANCOVA ana-

lyses including mean pretest score, counterbalancing condition and

mean time spent reading the definitions as covariates.

5.1 | Pretest

As in the previous experiment, participants showed little to no knowl-

edge of the to-be-studied concepts (see Table 3).

5.2 | Study phase

Mean performance during the study phase was higher (M = 88%,

SEM = 1.4%) for the blocked group compared to the interleaved group

(M = 77%, SEM = 3%), F(1, 62) = 4.21, p = .044, η2G = .064. The

amount of time participants spent reading the definitions just before

the study phase was not correlated with performance during the

study phase, r = .048, p = .707.

5.3 | Test phase

Two trained coders, blind to condition assignment, rated as correct or

incorrect the responses to the Writing Definitions and Writing

Examples tests. For the Writing Definitions test, the two coders

agreed 84% of the time and inter-coder reliability was high, Cohen's

Kappa = .679, p < .0001. For the Writing Examples test, the two

coders agreed 88% of the time, and inter-coder reliability was also

high, Cohen's Kappa = .764, p < .0001. Disagreements were resolved

by a third coder, also blind to condition assignment of the responses.

Overall, the time participants spent reading the definitions

initially presented was not correlated with test performance,

r = .064, p = .309, or with performance on any of the tests sepa-

rately, − .065 < r < .214, ps > .090.

For analyses, we classified each test based on the type of content

being probed (Definitions vs. Examples) and the modality of the test

(Classify vs. Write). The results of the test phase are presented in

Figure 4.

Overall learners were more accurate when the test required clas-

sification by choosing an option among several than writing a

response, F(1, 62) = 67.24, p < .0001, η2G = .184. That is, writing tests

were, overall, more difficult. Similarly, learners were overall more

accurate when the test asked about definitions compared to exam-

ples, F(1, 62) = 10.66, p = .002, η2G = .019. Importantly, as can be seen

in Figure 4, there is a three-way interaction between type of content,

modality of test and the sequence of study, F(1, 62) = 4.00, p = .049,

η2G = .007. Following interleaved study, participants are better at

Classification tests about Definitions than about Examples, t

(31) = 3.56, corrected p = .002, d = .629, whereas there is no differ-

ence in performance between Writing tests about Definitions and

Examples, t(31) = 0.22. corrected p = .827, d = .039. Conversely, fol-

lowing blocked study, regardless of the type of test, participants are

F IGURE 4 Results for the Test phase of Experiment 1b. Results for the Classification Tests are presented on the left and results for the
Writing Test are presented on the right. The four types of tests were classified based on their characteristics: Multiple-Choice (Class cation of
examples), Writing Definitions (Writing Definitions), Match Definitions (Classification of Definitions), Write Examples (Writing Definitions).
Dotted lines indicate chance level of performance. Error bars represent standard errors of the mean [Colour figure can be viewed at
wileyonlinelibrary.com]
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more accurate when asked about Definitions compared to Examples,

F(1, 31) = 8.75, p = .006.

Furthermore, for this study the critical contrasts are those

between performance in writing definitions and writing examples

tests following blocked vs. interleaved study. Planned contrasts cor-

recting for multiple comparisons using FDR correction show no differ-

ence between the two study sequences in tests that ask learners to

write examples, t(62) = 0.203, corrected p = .840, d = 0.050, but a

marginally significant difference for tests that ask learners to write

definitions, t(62) = 1.99, corrected p = .103, d = 0.496.

In sum, although one of the critical analyses falls below statistical sig-

nificance, as a whole the results of this follow up experiment do suggest

that the findings of Experiment 1 are more likely due to blocked study

leading to isolated representations that help learners in tasks about defini-

tions. If the results were due to the difficulty of the writing definitions

task compared to the other tasks in Experiment 1, we would have seen

an overall benefit of blocked study for all harder tasks (writing examples

and writing definitions) in Experiment 1b. Instead we see that participants

are overall more accurate when asked about definitions than examples,

even when writing examples is harder and classifying definitions is overall

easier.

Interestingly, although the inclusion of correct definitions at the

start of the study might have contributed to the smaller effect size

found in this experiment compared to Experiment 1, it did not elimi-

nate it, indicating that even when learners are provided with the

definitions, further study with examples affects the type of represen-

tations that are built and available at test.

6 | EXPERIMENT 2

Our main proposal in this paper is that blocked study creates relatively

independent representations of each concept studied which empha-

sizes the concept's characteristic features. These independent repre-

sentations include more details from each concept than what is

fostered by the relatively interrelated representations created during

interleaved study. In the context of studying examples of different

concepts, we proposed that blocked study allows learners to more

successfully write definitions of the concepts because a definition

requires the type of knowledge that blocked study promotes; it is gen-

erally possible to write good definitions for the learned psychology

concepts without mentioning other psychology concepts learned at

the same time. Consistent with this hypothesis, Experiment 1 showed

that following blocked rather than interleaved study, learners were

more successful at writing definitions of concepts, but the groups did

not differ on classifying examples.

However, when two concepts are highly related (e.g., “foot-in-the-

door technique” and “door-in-the-face technique”) their definitions can

be aptly construed concerning each other. If they are studied together,

one central feature to include in the definition is the feature that dis-

criminates them. Thus, the fact that in the previous experiments learners

studied in the same session concepts that were dissimilar from each

other and varied in many properties (see Table 2) might have

contributed to the pattern of results seen. Would studying similar con-

cepts together change the pattern of results observed?

Studying related concepts together changes the learning task in at

least two critical ways. First, studying similar concepts in the same ses-

sion might result in the necessity to discriminate between similar situa-

tions to find the subtle differences between the two types of concepts.

It has been shown before that the interrelated representations pro-

moted by interleaved study are likely to improve test performance

when learning highly similar concepts (Carvalho & Goldstone, 2014b).

Second, the features that discriminate these related concepts are also

characteristic features of the concept, unlike what is the case when the

concepts are dissimilar (see Table 2). This means that interleaved study

could promote representations appropriate for a writing definitions test

through identification of differences between concepts, whereas these

differences were unlikely to be highlighted in the previous experiment.

In sum, when similar items are studied in the same session, there

are several reasons to believe that performance would benefit from

interleaved study, even when the test requires learners to write defi-

nitions. However, when similar items are studied in separate sessions,

as in Experiment 1, blocked study would promote best performance in

a test requiring isolated representations, such as writing definitions.

To test this, we used a procedure similar to how students

often organize their study. In most natural situations, students are

likely to randomly assign the topics to be studied to a study ses-

sion or to follow the sequence of their textbook or instructor.

Therefore, in this experiment we randomly assigned concepts to

being studied either interleaved or blocked, instead of using differ-

ent pre-defined groups of concepts that guarantee low between-

category overlap as in the previous experiment. This results in a sit-

uation in which similar concepts might be studied together or sepa-

rately. We compare performance on multiple-choice and writing

definitions tests following blocked or interleaved study in each one

of these situations.

7 | METHOD

7.1 | Participants

A group of 36 people completed the experiment following recruit-

ment through Amazon's Mechanical Turk (https://www.mturk.com/).

Data from three participants were excluded due to self-reported pre-

vious participation in another study with the same materials. Data

from an additional eight participants were excluded from analyses

because of possible compliance issues (see below for details). The final

sample included 25 participants. Table 1 includes the demographic

characteristics of participants in the overall sample.

7.2 | Stimuli and procedure

In this experiment, we used the same set of materials as in the previ-

ous experiment, but concepts were randomly assigned to be studied
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interleaved or blocked. Thus, in this experiment we did not force

related concepts to be studied in separate phases.

The procedure was similar to the procedure used in Experiment

1 except for the following differences. Participants studied only eight

concepts, four interleaved and four blocked in a single study session.

During the study session, participants saw four situations depicting

each one of the concepts. After study, participants played a game of

Tetris for 30 s. The test phase included only a multiple-choice test

and a writing definitions test, always presented in that order. During

the multiple-choice test participants saw a total of four novel exam-

ples of the concepts studied, presented one at a time, and were asked

to indicate which concept it illustrated.

8 | RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

We identified potentially non-compliant participants using the

participants' response times during study. The sample's median

response time to complete the study phase was 8.4 s per problem

(max: 22.8 s/problem; min: 0.47 s/problem). The 10th and 90th

percentiles for the distribution of median response times were

2.6 s/problem and 16 s/problem respectively. Eight participants

were identified as outliers based on their response times falling

outside of this range and their data were excluded from further

analyses.

In all the analyses presented below, mean pretest score and

counterbalancing condition were included as covariates.

8.1 | Pretest

As in the previous experiments, participants showed little to no pre-

training knowledge of the to-be-studied concepts (see Table 3).

8.2 | Study phase

Mean performance during the blocked study phase was 79%

(SEM = 2.5%), while during interleaved study it was 73% (SEM = 4%).

However, this difference was not statistically significant, F(1, 25)

= 2.65, p = .116, ŋ2G = 0.04.

8.3 | Test phase

Two trained coders, blind to condition assignment, rated as correct or

incorrect each of the Written Definitions provided. The two coders

agreed 84% of the time and inter-coder reliability was high, Cohen's

Kappa = .611, p < .0001. Disagreements were resolved by a third

coder, also blind to the condition assignment of the responses.

To analyze the results from the two tests used in this experiment

we classified each concept based on whether it had been studied

blocked or interleaved and whether its related concept (see Table 2)

had been studied in the same sequence or different sequences. When

both related concepts were studied in the same phase and the same

sequence (e.g., “foot-in-the-door technique,” “door-in-the-face

F IGURE 5 Results for the Test Phase of Experiment 2. Results for the Multiple-Choice test are presented on the left panel and results
for the Write Definitions test are presented on the right panel. Pairs of similar concepts were classified as having been studied in the same
sequence or different sequences (see text for details). The dotted line represents chance performance. Error bars represent standard errors of
the mean [Colour figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]
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technique” studied blocked), they were both classified with the

sequence they were studied with and with “Same Sequence”

(e.g., “Blocked” and “Same Sequence.”) However, when only one of

the related concepts was studied, or the two related concepts were

studied in different phases/sequences, each was classified in the

sequence studied and both were classified as “Different Sequences.”

This classification of the concepts resulted in empty cells for

learners who did not have both concepts studied in the Same

Sequence and concepts studied in Different Sequences for both inter-

leaved and blocked study. Because traditional repeated-measures

ANOVA does not allow for the existence of empty cells and we

wanted to maximize the inclusion of all data collected, here we used

mixed model analyses (including pretest score as a covariate) and

report Wald F tests and respective p-values using Kenward-Roger's

approximation (Kenward & Roger, 1997; for applications to psycho-

logical research see e.g., Judd, Westfall, & Kenny, 2012). The results

are depicted in Figure 5.

As we saw in the previous experiments, overall learners performed

better on the Multiple-Choice test than when writing definitions, Wald

F(1, 33.842) = 91.68, p < .0001. Similarly, the sequence of study had no

overall effect on performance, Wald F(1, 33.948) < 1. No interaction

was found between these two variables,Wald F(1, 92.007) < 1.

However, the relatedness between concepts presented in the

same sequence influenced performance. Overall, when learners stud-

ied the two related concepts in the same sequence their performance

was lower (M = 46.52%, SEM = 1.50%) than when related concepts

were not in the same sequence (M = 62.41%, SEM = 1.04%), Wald F(1,

24.284) = 15.60, p = .0006. Item relatedness also interacted

with sequence of study and type of test, Wald F(1, 98.522)

= 6.83, p = .010.

To further analyze this interaction, we explored the test results

for each type of test separately. For the Multiple-Choice test, only the

effect of relatedness reached statistical significance, Wald F(1,

24.264) = 9.43, p = .005. However, for the Writing Definitions test, in

addition to a significant effect of item relatedness, Wald F(1,

25.649) = 9.81, p = .004, we also found a significant interaction

between item relatedness and sequence of study, Wald F(1,

29.282) = 6.71, p = .015 (see right panel of Figure 5). As predicted by

the results of Carvalho and Goldstone (2014a, 2014b), the relative

relatedness between items modulates the relative benefit of each

sequence for the Writing Definitions test. Moreover, consistent with

the results of Experiment 1, we see that when similar items are not

studied in the same sequence, performance in the Write Definitions

test benefits from blocked study, although this effect was only

marginally significant, t(35) = 1.90, p = .066, d = 0.317.

EXPERIMENT 3

The results of the previous experiment suggest that whether

interleaved or blocked study lead to best test performance depends

on the similarity among concepts studied in the same session.We pro-

posed that this is because interleaved study emphasizes discrimina-

tion and leads to creating interrelated representations that highlight

the distinguishing features between the similar concepts. These differ-

ences can then be used to aptly construct a definition. Blocked study,

on the other hand, will lead to the creation of isolated representa-

tions. Although generally better for producing definitions, if learners

cannot tell the concepts apart in the first place, stand-alone represen-

tations of each concept will not be helpful.

In Experiment 3 we further test this hypothesis. If interleaved

study leads to the creation of interrelated representations, the use-

fulness of these representations should be tied to the specific con-

cepts studied (as seen in Experiment 2). That is, interrelated

representations of concepts A and B emphasize their differences,

and thus are unlikely to help to discriminate A from C when those

two concepts do not share the same differences. To test this, inter-

leaved and blocked study were followed by a two-alternative forced

choice test varying the distractor items. In some tests the distractor

is from the other category studied in the same interleaved or

blocked sequence, whereas other times it is an item from a category

studied in the other schedule or a new category. The main predic-

tion is that if blocked study leads to isolated representations, the

nature of the distractor should not affect test performance follow-

ing blocked study. Similarly, if interleaved study leads to interrelated

representations it should be particularly beneficial for tests that con-

trast the two concepts studied interleaved (for which the represen-

tations are interrelated).

9 | METHOD

9.1 | Participants

A group of 39 people completed the experiment following recruit-

ment through Amazon's Mechanical Turk (https://www.mturk.com/).

Data from three participants were excluded due to self-reported pre-

vious participation in another study with the same materials. Data

from an additional eight participants were excluded from analyses

because of possible compliance issues (see below for details). The final

sample included 28 participants. Table 1 includes the demographic

characteristics of participants in the overall sample.

9.2 | Stimuli and procedure

In this experiment, we used the same set of materials as in the previ-

ous experiments, but concepts were randomly assigned to be studied

interleaved or blocked.

The procedure was similar to the procedure used in Experiment

2 except for the following differences. After completing the study

phase and playing Tetris for 30 s participants completed a two-

alternative forced choice test. In this task participants were shown

an example of a situation depicting a psychology concept and asked

to classify it into one of two concepts by selecting the name of the

correct concept from two options. Participants classified a total of

32 novel situations in the 2AFC task at test. Eight situations (25%)

depicted an example of one of four novel concepts not studied

(Novel trials), 12 (38%) depicted examples of one of the four
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concepts studied blocked (Blocked Trials) and the remaining

12 (38%) were examples of one of the four concepts studied inter-

leaved. In each trial two labels appeared under the example for clas-

sification. In the case of studied concepts, the two options could be

the names of two concepts studied in the same schedule (same tri-

als) or from different schedules (different trials). In the case of novel

concepts, in addition to the novel label to match the novel example,

the distractor could be the name of a concept studied blocked or

studied interleaved.

10 | RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Weidentifiedpotentiallynon-compliantparticipantsusingtheparticipants'

responsetimesduringstudy.Thesample'smedianresponsetimetocomplete

thestudyphasewas8.4sperproblem(max:21.5s/problem;min:0.70 s/prob-

lem).The10thand90thpercentilesforthedistributionofmedianresponse

timeswere3.8s/problemand19 s/problemrespectively.Eightparticipants

wereidentifiedasoutliersbasedontheirfallingoutsideofthisrangeandtheir

datawereexcludedfromfurtheranalyses.Inalltheanalysespresentedbelow,

meanpretestscorewereincludedascovariates.

10.1 | Pretest

As in the previous experiments, participants showed little to no pre-

training knowledge of the to-be-studied concepts (see Table 3).

10.2 | Study phase

Mean performance during the blocked study phase was 69%

(SEM = 4.0%), while during interleaved study it was 65% (SEM = 4%).

However, this difference was not statistically significant, F(1, 25)

= 2.44, p = .130, ŋ2G = 0.01.

10.3 | Test phase

We start by analyzing performance for trials concerning studied con-

cepts. According to the hypothesis that interleaved study would lead

to the creation of interrelated concepts, we would expect that perfor-

mance would be better on trials on which both options were studied

interleaved and therefore are represented in contrast to one another.

As show in the left panel of Figure 6, although participants are overall

better at discriminating concepts studied in different sequences, F(2,

54) = 4.98, p = .010, ŋ2G = 0.02, there is also an interaction between

the type of schedule and the type of test, F(2, 54) = 4.43, p = .016,

ŋ2G = 0.02. Participants were more accurate at classifying studied con-

cepts following interleaved study compared to blocked study when

both options were concepts studied in the same sequence, than when

they were from different sequences, F(2, 54) = 4.30, p = .017,

ŋ2G = 0.09. Finally, for novel concepts, which cannot be part of an

interrelated concept created during study, we would predict that clas-

sification would be better when the foil is a concept studied blocked,

because its stand-alone representation would allow for better

F IGURE 6 Results for the Test Phase (two-alternative forced choice; 2AFC) of Experiment 3. Results for tests involving studied concepts are
presented on the left organized by whether both target and distractor of the 2AFC were presented in the same or different sequence. Results for
test involving novel concepts not studied are presented on the right, organized by whether the foil option in the 2AFC was studied interleaved or
blocked. The dotted line represents chance performance. Error bars represent standard errors of the mean [Colour figure can be viewed at
wileyonlinelibrary.com]
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comparison with a novel, never studied, concept. We found a margin-

ally significant effect in that direction (see right panel of Figure 6), F(2,

27) = 4.11, p = .052, ŋ2G = 0.03.

As a whole, Experiment 3 confirms the predictions of SAT and

the results from Experiments 1 and 2: During blocked study learners

create positive (focusing on features that are characteristic of the cat-

egory and not on features that do not), stand-alone representations of

the concepts studied which characterize each concept independently.

Conversely, during interleaved study learners create interrelated rep-

resentations that emphasize discriminating characteristics of each

concept relative to the other simultaneously acquired concepts.

Because of this we see that learners provide better definitions in tests

following blocked study, but this effect is flipped when the stimuli

studied are highly confusable. Furthermore, we see in Experiment

3 that the representations created during interleaved study do not

contribute to discrimination of stimuli not studied interleaved,

whereas blocked study provides a marginal benefit to classify novel

concepts, providing further evidence for our hypothesis. To further

support our hypothesis, we ran a follow up experiment that replicated

Experiment 3 using a set of stimuli where all concepts are highly con-

fusable. As predicted, we found an overall benefit of interleaved study

for all tests (see Supporting Information).

11 | GENERAL DISCUSSION

The sequence of study has been shown to have a considerable impact

on learning outcomes (e.g., Carvalho & Goldstone, 2014b; Kornell &

Bjork, 2008). However, our theoretical understanding of how the

sequence of study changes learning and our ability to use sequence of

study to bolster learning outcomes is lacking. In our view, one limiting

factor is the focus on understanding the benefits of one sequence

over the other, instead of understanding how sequence shapes

learning.

In this paper, we extended Carvalho and Goldstone's SAT model's

proposal that the sequence of study changes attention and encoding

during learning. SAT predicts that during interleaved study learners

will attend and encode better differences between concepts, whereas

during blocked study learners will attend and encode better similari-

ties among items of the same concept. Following SAT, we proposed

that, if indeed attention and encoding are changed during learning,

then learners will end up with different representations of the con-

cepts depending on whether interleaved or blocked study was used,

despite having studied the same concepts.

Overall, the results presented here are consistent with our

hypothesis. Studying examples of different concepts in a blocked

sequence improves performance in a test requiring learners to define

the concept studied, whereas for other tests there is no difference in

performance between the two sequences of study, suggesting that

blocked learners created isolated representations of the concepts that

are more suitable for tests requiring the use of features of the con-

cepts that do not emphasize differences. Furthermore, we found simi-

lar results in a second study when the concepts were unrelated, but

the effect was reversed if the concepts were related and highly con-

fusable. This finding provides further evidence that not only does

blocked study lead to the creation of isolated representations, but

interleaved study leads to the creation of interrelated representations

that emphasize the differences between concepts. These differences

will be useful even in a test emphasizing similarities when discrimina-

tion is challenging. We further confirmed this hypothesis in Experi-

ment 3 by demonstrating that interleaved study improves

performance only in tests involving concepts that were studied in the

same sequence, but this benefit does not extend to unrelated con-

cepts studied in a different sequence or novel concepts.

Our findings also extend the predictions of the transfer-

appropriate framework beyond memory tasks: in a transfer task

involving not only recollection of studied materials but also manipula-

tion and use of this information, we saw that when encoding and test

requirements overlapped, participants performance was improved

compared to when there was less overlap.

Interestingly, across the first three experiments we did not see a

benefit of interleaved study for multiple-choice tests. At first look this

finding seems inconsistent with our predictions and previous findings

showing that interleaved study improves discrimination between stim-

uli (which Multiple-Choice tests emphasize). However, upon closer

scrutiny and the results of Experiment 3, an hypothesis becomes clear:

because the stimuli selected did not require much discrimination, even

in a task that emphasizes discrimination Interleaved study did not

improve performance. In Experiments 1 and 1b hard-to-discriminate

concepts were never presented in the same session, therefore dis-

criminability pressures during training were low. In Experiment

2, although confusable concepts were studied together, because of

the procedure employed, the multiple-choice options included mostly

dissimilar concepts, making the task easier than if only hard-to-

discriminate items had been studied. The results of Experiment 3 are

consistent with this hypothesis: interleaved study improved test per-

formance only when the test required discrimination between two

concepts studied interleaved but not when one of the concepts had

been studied in a different sequence or was a novel concept never

studied before. Experiment 3b, included in Supporting Information

provide further evidence: when using the same procedure as Experi-

ment 3 but concepts that are all highly confusable–artist styles–we

saw a benefit of interleaved study for all types of test.

Overall, the results presented here are consistent with SAT

(Carvalho & Goldstone, 2017), but potentially challenging for other

current theories of an interleaving benefit. First the results suggest

that although interleaved study does indeed improve discrimination as

seen in Experiments 2 and 3, it is very targeted to the stimuli studied

and their characteristics. Discriminating two related concepts does

not yield benefits in discrimination of those concepts to other con-

cepts or novel concepts. Although overall consistent, this finding

requires some refinement of theories proposing that interleaved study

improves learning because it increases discrimination given that this

effect is targeted to the concepts studied and does not generalize as

previously implied. Second, the results suggest that blocked study can

lead to improved test discrimination when comparing to a novel
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concept (though this conclusion requires caution given the marginal

effect and certainly requires further tests). This finding is also chal-

lenging for theories of sequencing effects focused on the relation

between interleaved study and discrimination in multiple ways, one

would not expect blocked study to ever improve learning as it does

not involve any discrimination and one would expect that improved

discrimination during study would also lead to improved discrimina-

tion during test. Finally, the results presented here further challenge

proposals focusing only on the interleaving advantage. Instead, learn-

ing is affected by the sequence of study in a way that leads to differ-

ent information being learned from different concepts. We observed

reliable blocking advantages when tasks benefitted from independent

characterizations of concepts.

Although the sample sizes used in the studies reported here might

seem small, it is important to note that most critical comparisons were

within-subject manipulations which increases the analytic power of

the studies and that the effect sizes reported here are considerable

and in line with previous similar research.

In sum, there are two main contributions of the present work.

First, it goes beyond existing demonstrations that blocked study is

better or worse than interleaved study by showing how the sequence

of study affects what is learned by creating different representations

given the same content. Second, it provides evidence for the context-

dependent nature of learning and how the benefits of each sequence

depend on the learning situation. This evidence adds to previous dem-

onstrations that the best sequence of study depends on the type of

material being studied (Carvalho & Goldstone, 2014a, 2014b; Patel,

Liu, & Koedinger, 2015), the type of study task (Carvalho &

Goldstone, 2015a; Rawson et al., 2015), learners' working memory

capacity (Sana et al., 2016), and whether learners' actively decide how

to organize their study (Carvalho et al., 2016). These results also show

the importance of developing theories of why one intervention is

better than another. We have proposed a theory based on the similar-

ities of the materials being learned and the nature of the task. When

concepts are similar to each other, learners prioritize learning discrimi-

nating features. Writing definitions generally benefits from stand-

alone representations unless the concepts being defined are similar to

each other and benefit by being contrasted. The study of how an

intervention interacts with the learning situation, we would argue, has

the potential to not only provide a fuller understanding of how

learning takes place, but also provide richer, more precise, recommen-

dations for practice (Jonassen, 1982).

The sequence in which examples are presented might often feel

inconsequential for learning outcomes, but the increased interest in

how interleaved and blocked practice affect learning has demon-

strated the impact easy-to-implement and frequently-applicable

interventions such as blocked study might have on learning (for better

or worse). The results presented here further suggest that sequence

of study can be used as an effective learning tool. Students and edu-

cators should take this importance into account when organizing

studying materials and, we would argue, take the whole learning situa-

tion into account to decide how to best organize the materials: what

is going to be studied, how is it going to be studied, and how is it

going to be tested.
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APPENDIX: MATERIAL EXAMPLES

Concept Definition Example 1 Example 2

Availability

heuristic

The tendency to estimate the

likelihood that an event will

occur by how easily instances

of it come to mind.

Alan and Adam worked together on a project,

each putting in about half of the amount of

time and effort required to finish. At the

end, they have to decide who should get

the most credit. Alan and Adam both claim

that they did a majority of the work,

probably because it is easier for them to

remember their own experiences working

on the project.

After the columbine shootings

and the extensive press

coverage, people were more

likely to overestimate the

amount of teen violence and

to fear school violence.

Mere exposure

effect

The phenomenon whereby the

more people are exposed to a

stimulus, the more positively

they evaluate that stimulus.

In one study, college students were told that

they were participating in an experiment on

how people learn foreign language. They

were then shown Chinese-like characters

for 2 s at a time, with the characters

presented either once, twice, 5 times, 10

times, or 25 times. Participants then rated

the characters, including some characters

that they had not seen, on a good-bad

scale. The results indicate that the more

often a character was repeated, the more

positively participants rated it.

Many people find that their

liking of a piece of music, a

work of art, or even a kind

of food increases with

repeated experiences with

them, which is why we

often call these preferences

acquired tastes.

Door-in-the-face

technique

A strategy to increase

compliance based on the fact

that refusal of a large request

increases the likelihood of

agreement with a subsequent

smaller request.

Richard received a telephone call from a

college alumni association asking him to

show his loyalty by contributing $1,000.

When he apologetically declined, the caller

acted sympathetic and then asked whether

he could contribute $500. And if not $500,

how about $200? Richard agrees to donate

$200.

Carrie needs about $10 for a

shopping trip, so she asks

her mother for $50, but her

mother refuses. Carrie then

asks for $10 and her mother

agrees.

Foot-in-the-door

technique

A strategy to increase

compliance, based on the fact

that agreement with a small

request increases the

likelihood of agreement with a

subsequent larger request.

Imagine that you work for the local animal

shelter. Your goal is to increase the number

of people who are willing to adopt a dog

from the shelter. To maximize your success

you should first ask people if they would be

willing to wear a button that says, “adopt a
dog today.” A couple of weeks later, you

should then ask these people to adopt a

dog themselves.

Many cult leaders gain

followers by having them

make many small sacrifices

one after the other, which

eventually get bigger and

bigger and bigger until the

followers are willing to do

anything–even take their

own lives.
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